Chapter 725 of the Laws of 1992

Assessment Requirements

- Foster Care (Non-Risk Based UCR's)
- Foster Care (Risk Assessment & Services Planning Model)

Placement
- Prior to IASP
- Subsequent to IASP

Placement
- Prior to IRASP
- Subsequent to IRASP

° Reasonable efforts made to prevent or eliminate the need for placement or the reason such efforts were not made.
- IASP: Section 3
- PA - Section 6
- PAS Section 3 (if placement prior to PAS) or IRASP
- Section 1 Part A

° The kind and level of placement and the reasons therefor
- IASP - Section 6 Part a & b
- PA - Section 8 Part a & b
- IRASP - Section 3 Part A & B

° Whether the child will be placed with the child's siblings and half-siblings and, if not, the reasons therefor
- IASP - Section 6 Part c
- PA - Section 8 Part c
- IRASP - Section 3 Part C

° The arrangements made for contact between the siblings and half-siblings (if they are not placed together)
- IASP - Section 7 Part d

° Identification of all available placement alternatives and the specific reasons why they were rejected
- IASP - Section 6 Part b
- PA - Section 8 Part b
- IRASP - Section 3 Part B

° An estimate of the anticipated duration of placement
- IASP - Section 5 Part b
- PA - Section 9 Part b
- IRASP - Section 8 Part B

° Plan for termination of services under appropriate circumstances, with specific explanation of the reasons for such termination plan
- IASP - Section 8 Actions Planned
- PA - Section 9 Actions Planned
- IRASP - Section 9 Actions Planned